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Abstract

The ea.rthqua.ke activity around fhe Aegean Sea is the most conspicuous geodvnamic
phenomenon in the Eastern Mediterraneanregion. The clearest seismicitv feature is
associatedwith the Hellenicare forming a semi-circle from the Ionian Islandsto Western
Anatolia. The right-lateral Kefa.lon.ia Fault Zone (KFZ) dominates the seismic activity
in the Ionian Sea.

Previous GPS measurements have revealed distinct ernst al motion ofthe Central Io¬
nian Islandsand SVV Greecein a SW direction relative to SE Italy. The trajeetories con¬
structed from repeated observations lead us to interpret the KFZ as part ofthe bound¬
ary zone separating the stable Apulian/Adriaiic block from the Aegean/Anatolian
region, which is rapidly moving towards the Southwest.

In 1995 the progress made in GPS and Computer technology made it, realistic to
consider a relative dense continuous GPS (CGPS) network which would bridge the
main tectonic units and provide a high temporal resolution of ernst al motion. In order
to monitor the deformationand evaluate the strain field in the area, we established a
network of continuous GPS stations across the KFZ. The first sites were monumented
during Spring 1995, and the network was gradually augmented with new stations. ff
was eonsidered as fully operational by the beginning of 1996. In addition to our own

network, data of four surrounding IGS sites (Graz, Matera, Noto and Ankara) were

introduced in the processing.
The main results are daily Solutions, which can be used to derive time series and

rates of erustal motion. A detailedbehavior ofthe different sites during the period 1.995
to 1998 is presented in terms of N-S. E-W and Up components. Clearly non-tectonic
discontinuities due to hardware changes were estimated and corrected, increasing the
consistencyofthe Solution. The use ofa common-modefiltering technique reduced the
scatter of the time series by a factor of about 2. Following the calculationof the time
series, we have determined the rates and trajeetories of erustal motion. These data
provide a better overview of the kinematic processes across the KFZ. The sites to the
north ofthe KFZ showaimost no motion relative to Eurasia. while an increase of rates
up to 30±2mm/a is clearly seen when moving to the southem Ionian Islands.

The inter-seismic motion of the Aegean block was interrupted by the Strofades
earthquake ("Ms 6.1, Nov. 18. 1997). which was associated with a distinct south-
oriented co-seismicslip of 12 cm and an uplift of about 10 cm. The time series analysis
clearly reveals that also the island of Za.kint.hoswas affected by this event (co-seismic
slip of L.öem to the south).

The deformationrates are evaluated by means of strain analysis, using the collo-
eation method. The resulting strain rates dopend strongly on the correlation length


